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Scan here to join

UKLA is a registered charity, which has as its sole object the advancement of education in
literacy.
We aim to inform all those concerned with the development of language, literacy and
communication, encouraging them in reflection and dialogue, supporting their practice and
giving public voice to their concerns.
UKLA has a range of memberships starting at just £30.

Join UKLA

Membership of a supportive community;
Keep up to date with the latest developments in
literacy;
Discounts on UKLA books and conferences;

Access to research grants;
Access to opportunities to disseminate to a diverse
audience through publication and events/conferences;
And much more!

Support for Reading for Pleasure in a community which
believes in libraries;
Free copies of English 4-11 Magazine;
Free access to Literacy journals and UKLA newsletter;
Free web resources;
Improve your professional profile;
Involvement in the UKLA Book Awards;
Access to academics, writers and ideas you may not
otherwise hear about;
Develop a critical view of current issues;
Publish and celebrate projects and writing;
Network opportunities;
Improve your understanding of literacy pedagogies;
Help to develop pathways to impact from research;

"I've been teaching for 20 years but joining UKLA
completely changed the way I see things. The community
is incredibly supportive and friendly and this connection
with other passionate teachers is both inspiring and
enriching, personally and professionally. The
opportunities that have been offered have been
numerous, from joining a group shadowing the UKLA
book awards, to writing an article for the association
magazine. The stimulation of this kind of activity has led
to my teaching developing to deeper levels - and the
best part of all is that the children I work with every day
are enjoying the benefits of the up-to-the-minute
research and practice from which I am learning too! It
really is no exaggeration that joining UKLA transformed
my teaching life. "
Ben Harris
@one_to_read

